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A lowly maidservant. A disguised fugitive. A savior to the poor and endangered. A queen.

Such is the paradox of Lady Caterina Tabor, an extraordinary young girl who, en route to England, finds
herself captured and at the mercy of a stern and powerful lord. Forced to work as a common kitchen maid in
the dank halls of Dermoth Castle, Caty dreams of her past as a free and autonomous maiden with a bright
future in the English courts—did fate have other plans?

This early trial is but the first in a litany of shocking tribulations; imprisoned, abused, accused of sorcery,
and kidnapped, Caty’s life is for so long anything but charmed—but you can’t keep a soaring heart shackled.
As we follow this misunderstood maiden's journey through both the unexpected, electrifying joys of new
love and the pain of mind-boggling adversity, we become eyewitnesses to the astonishing way she not only
transforms herself but enchants, inspires, and invigorates those around her.   

Spanning decades of castle life, treacherous journeys, bloody battles, and heartache, Come Winter is a
sweeping yet personal tale of a brave woman who at once embodies and transcends the prescribed and
oftentimes oppressive roles her society demanded. Let Clare Gutierrez (author of Dancing with the
Boss) curate your voyage back to the Scottish highlands of ages past—a time and place in which simply
staying alive constituted a noble adventure, and becoming a patron of the oppressed and the impoverished
could make you a hallowed queen.
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From reader reviews:

Janice Smith:

The book Come Winter can give more knowledge and also the precise product information about everything
you want. Why then must we leave the good thing like a book Come Winter? Wide variety you have a
different opinion about reserve. But one aim that book can give many data for us. It is absolutely right. Right
now, try to closer along with your book. Knowledge or facts that you take for that, it is possible to give for
each other; you may share all of these. Book Come Winter has simple shape nevertheless, you know: it has
great and massive function for you. You can search the enormous world by start and read a reserve. So it is
very wonderful.

Patrick Richards:

As people who live in the particular modest era should be update about what going on or information even
knowledge to make them keep up with the era and that is always change and make progress. Some of you
maybe can update themselves by reading books. It is a good choice for you personally but the problems
coming to a person is you don't know what type you should start with. This Come Winter is our
recommendation to cause you to keep up with the world. Why, because this book serves what you want and
want in this era.

Jesus Brewster:

What is your hobby? Have you heard which question when you got pupils? We believe that that query was
given by teacher on their students. Many kinds of hobby, Every person has different hobby. So you know
that little person such as reading or as examining become their hobby. You need to know that reading is very
important and also book as to be the thing. Book is important thing to increase you knowledge, except your
own teacher or lecturer. You discover good news or update concerning something by book. A substantial
number of sorts of books that can you take to be your object. One of them is this Come Winter.

Faye Bolin:

A number of people said that they feel uninterested when they reading a reserve. They are directly felt that
when they get a half regions of the book. You can choose the particular book Come Winter to make your
personal reading is interesting. Your own personal skill of reading skill is developing when you including
reading. Try to choose easy book to make you enjoy to read it and mingle the impression about book and
examining especially. It is to be 1st opinion for you to like to available a book and go through it. Beside that
the e-book Come Winter can to be your friend when you're sense alone and confuse using what must you're
doing of these time.
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